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USGS Seismic Hazard Models

Alaska update in 2020-2021

used in building codes

Map out regions of shaking (%g)

Requirements
earthquake hypocenter catalogs
active faults
ground motion models



What is a ground motion model (GMM)?

PATH
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• Mean and standard deviation of ground motion observations

• Near-source and high magnitudes often not well observed

• GMMs vary by tectonic region

Standard deviation

Mean GMM



• Evaluate GMMs for the update the USGS 
seismic hazard model for Alaska

• No Alaska specific GMMs

• GMMs are a significant source of uncertainty in seismic hazard 
models 

• Recent Anchorage M7.1 sequence provides new and 
independent ground motion data

• Evaluate new NGA-subduction GMMs 

• Compare with older global subduction and active crust GMMs

• Quantify the selection and weights of GMMs, LLH 

Objectives and Motivation

By Robert L. Wesson, Oliver S. Boyd, Charles S. Mueller, 
Charles G. Bufe, Arthur D. Frankel, and Mark D. Petersen



Anchorage Mw 7.1 Earthquake

Mw 7.1

• shallow dipping subduction tectonics

• 46 km depth mainshock 

• intra-slab earthquake, normal fault

• max MMI VIII

• aftershocks  (Mw 4-7.1)

Felt throughout Alaska and 
Well recorded by
regional seismic stations



Ground Motion Data

Measured instrumental ground motions (Rennolet et al., 2017)

Mw 4-7.1

PGA PGV PSA in 20 periods of engineering interest
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Magnitude vs. Depth Magnitude vs. Distance



Ground Motion Models used in Wesson et al., (2007)

updated GMMs needed for new hazard models

GMMs updated since 2007 (NGA-sub, NGAW2…)

Older GMMs:

Limited PSAs

No depth terms

No site amplification

Uncertainty not well defined 

Only total sigma

No intra- and inter-event variability

Logic tree used to weight GMMs



GMMs evaluated in this study

Cascadia subduction
NGAsubslab
NGAsubinter
BCH12inter
BCH12slab

Japan subduction
Z16slab
Z16inter
AM09inter

Global subduction
AB03inter
AB03slab
AM09

Active crust (NGAW2)
ASK14
CB14
BSSA14
CY14
I14

15 candidate GMMs for active tectonic regions and subduction

nshmp-haz GMM software used in hazard models 

No Alaska specific GMMs



GMM Evaluation Methods

Compute residuals for a broad spectrum

mean and standard deviation for 20 periods

For each period:

Weight GMMs using LLH probabilistic scoring method

(Scherbaum et al. 2009)

compares the distribution of the observed

and predicted ground motions

provides single score useful for weights



Residuals

GMM Parameter assumptions:

– Vs30 – often Topo. Slope proxy

– Distance 

• Rrup = Hypocenter distance

• Rjb = Epicentral distance

Residual 

Multi-event relocated hypocenters

Hypocentroidal Decomposition 

improved depths

Residual = log(observed) – log(predicted)



Residuals

Shading shows residual distribution 

Mean residual and standard dev.
varies by period

GMM performance varies by period

Cascadia subduction



Residuals

Shading shows residual distribution 

Mean residual and standard dev.
varies by period

GMM performance varies by period

NGAW2 Active Crust



Residuals

Shading shows residual distribution 

Mean residual and standard dev.
varies by period

GMM performance varies by period

Japan Subduction

Global Subduction



Mean Residuals

For each period compute LLH score with mean and standard deviation



GMM scoring and weighting using residuals

The negative average log-likelihood (LLH) reflects the fit between the 
data and model:

Compare PDF distribution of predicted and 
observed ground motion

Scherbaum et al., (2009); Ogweno and Cramer (2014); Beauval et al., (2010) 

N  = the number of observations xi , and g  the probability
density function (PDF) predicted by the GMPE  (normal distribution)

Modern GMMs (NGA-sub) decompose total 𝜎 into the uncertainty of 
multiple correlated variables, the intra-(within) (𝜑) and inter-(between) 
event (𝜏) residuals (Atik et al., 2010).

 = 𝜏2 + 𝜑2



Lower LLH score indicates better GMM fit to data

Low LLH scores when means are similar (~1)

best LLH scores when GMM sigma similar to data sigma (<1)

LLH penalizes large GMM sigma (>2)

Limitations

limited to observed moderate magnitude earthquakes

Lose information on GMM over or under-prediction with a single score

LLH interpretation examples



GMM weighting using LLH

Lower LLH score indicates better fit

LLH scores vary by period

Weight each period?



GMM weighting using LLH

Compute LLH for 20 periods 

Mean LLH computed for all 20 periods

Lower LLH score indicates better fit

Use mean LLH for single GMM weight



Summary and Conclusions

8 GMMs perform well from 15 candidate GMMs;

NGAsubslab, BCH12slab, BCH12inter, NGAsubinter, BSSA14, ASK14, CB14, AB03slab

Cascadia subduction zone (NGA sub) and active crust (NGAW2) GMMs perform well

GMM performance varies with period;

Remaining questions:

Do we need an Alaska specific GMM?

Do we need Alaska specific site amplification?



The End


